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Dear All,
 
Please find below some things which may be of interest. I hope everyone and their families are all safe
and well.
 
Covid-19 on the BAME Community
There was an online meeting on Wednesday evening, chaired by Liam Byrne MP and attended by
Baroness Doreen Lawrence.  The meeting was to hear the testimonies of BAME people in the W
Midlands who have lost family and friends to COVID 19.  The testimonies were harrowing.
 
They are looking for people who might undertake the brave step of giving a testimony, either virtually
by following this link: https://liambyrnemp.co.uk/content/bame-taskforce-public-hearings or by giving
a written testimony: covidenquiry@liambyrnemp.co.uk
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
Black Lives Matter Online Discussion – run by the Race Equality Network at King’s College London in
collaboration with EmbRace (the BME staff network of London School of Economics)
Over the past few weeks, we have been shocked and saddened by the injustices triggered by the sad
death of George Floyd. The subsequent action taken by the Black Lives Matter movement has brought
focus upon the institutionalised racism and systematic inequality that still impacts contemporary
society.

The Race Equality Network at King’s College London in collaboration with EmbRace (the BME staff

network of London School of Economics), has organised an online event on the 19th of June 2020 at
11.00 to 12.00. The aim is to bring together members of BAME staff networks from the higher
education sector to reflect upon how we can best support our Black and ethnic minority colleagues.

The event will be a roundtable discussion to discuss:

Best practices across our universities
How we can collectively and individually lobby for change
What standards we should be looking to set e.g. diversity across all job levels and types,
ethnicity pay gap, attainment gap, Race equality charter etc.

 
If there are any topics you would like to be included in the discussion, then please let us know by the

16th of June. Email VJ Sidhu at vj.sidhu@kcl.ac.uk.
 
Maintaining self-care from UHB BAME Network – attached
 
PhD study into the experiences of traumatic births in diverse populations
PhD student Eleanor Molloy from Warwick is conducting research into traumatic births in diverse
populations.
The background for this study is not just about the inequities which have been highlighted in the
MBRRACE reports over the last few years, but about the experiences of women giving birth, and how
well they feel their needs and wishes are listened to. I am also focussing on how able they are not just
to seek support for any births which they may have found upsetting, but also how the health services
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Maintaining Self-care

By Rev Jackie Gayle – Chaplain UHB



At first glance, this may appear as though I am encouraging you to be self-centred or even selfish as it is all about self, self and more self, but it is quite the opposite.  To be self-focused is our ability to be aware, examine and evaluate our mental and emotional states. This involves paying conscious attention to our thoughts, needs and desires.  



It is often in stressful times that we overlook our own personal and emotional needs. This is due to our necessity to transfer our attention onto other situations, which may require a greater level of our time, energy and attention.



Although I am not proclaiming to have all of the answers, it is true to say that maintaining balance is key to maintaining a healthy body, soul and mind. So this is where self-care comes in. Those who know us well can observe when we are emotionally well or unwell. Yet, no other human knows us better than ourselves, so it is important to take a deeper dive in asking questions and getting to know how we respond to life as it happens. What are our triggers? How are our fight and flight responses communicated in our body language, conversations and behaviours?  What impact does this have on our overall well-being?  



With so much to explore about ourselves it is important assess how we care for ourselves in different scenarios, to ensure our self-care is effective. Practicing self-care strategies is one way in which we can promote a healthy and enhanced lifestyle. 





Here are 5 areas that you can explore to improve your well-being



1) Emotional Self-Care

This area of self-care is very important as it provides a foundation for the other four self-care areas to develop. Emotional self-care helps to manage our emotions we find difficult to express such as anger, frustration and low moods. 

To develop our emotional self-care, the way in which we process and acknowledge our emotions will make a difference to how we manage them in the future.  Rather than bottling our feelings, regular mini conversations expressing how someone or something has impacted us will help process our emotions. It will also help to unburden and provide clarity and a greater awareness of ourselves and others. 

Consider…

· How do I process my emotions in a healthy way?

· What routines and activities help me to feel refreshed?





2) Physical Self-care



Physical care is central to self-care. Our body and mind are intricately connected. Most of us know how it feels if our physical bodies are not functioning as it should for whatever reason, it is then difficult to feel positive and motivated. Sleep, fuel, exercise and personal presentation are important.



Consider…

· Are you getting sufficient sleep?

· Are you eating a healthy balanced diet with more fresh fruit and vegetables and less processed foods?

· Do you dress and present yourself in a way that maintains your positive self-image?

· Are you involved in daily exercise and ensuring you are receiving enough fresh air?

3) Mental Self-care

How we think and what we contemplate can considerably influence our psychological health and well-being. It may impact our mood in positive or negative expressions.  

Mental self-care includes involving ourselves in interests and hobbies which stimulates and enriches us or explore new and interesting ambitions. Trying new experiences that make us feel happier will feed into a healthier mental health.

Consider…

· Do you plan interests and recreation activities that mentally invigorate you?

· What goals are you planning to help you remain focused and mentally healthy?



4) Social Self-Care

Trusted healthy relationships help to improve the way we feel and nourish our overall well-being. We need social interactions that allow us to flourish and grow. Although, we have a variety of different social needs, planning and engaging in social activities will energise and inspire us. 



Consider…

· Are you meeting or seeing your friends and relatives face to face or through technology or social media?

· How are you preserving your relationships with friends and family?





Spiritual Self-Care 

Research shows that people who practice a lifestyle of faith or belief and actively participate in groups or organisations, are generally happier and healthier.  



This does not mean that nurturing your spirit involves a structured belief in a deity, but involves developing a deep sense of meaning and purpose and how you connect with the wider world.  

However, it was noted that people who are religiously active are naturally happier and more positively engaged in ‘civic engagement’, than those who do not actively practise and participate in a religion or belief.

Consider…

· If you are engaging in spiritual practices, are they fulfilling?

· Reflect and question your life and experiences.
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can adapt their services to be accessible for those who need to access them. 
 
The study is a two-stage study, the first is an online survey open to anyone who had had a difficult
birth, and the second is a qualitative interview stage specifically focussing on the experiences of BAME
and LGBTQ individuals. Participants must be 18 yrs old at the time of participation, and the birth should
have happened in the UK. There is no time limit on when this may have been. The link to the survey is
here - http://warwick.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bjf7vCeaXryCmdn
 
Best Wishes
 
Natasha
Co-Chair, BAME Staff Network
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